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“I just want to play, Doc.”
Adolescent (16) male
(developmental league – soccer)
4 concussions in 3 years
Recovery time greater with each
concussion
Has opportunity to play for MLS, or
abroad
Limited educational aspirations
Familial obligations
Latino, low SES, status in
community

“Olympics or graduate school”
Female water polo player
(elite status)
Hx of 3 concussions, but prolonged
recovery from last one:
Is it really worth the risk?

SES: Medium to high
Ability to attend college and
graduate school
Has options, and family not in need
of her income

“Can I play my game, Doc?”
Professional hockey player:
Known as a “rough player”
Prior concussions (4)
Relatively quick recoveries, but
cautious approach taken by
team medical and NP staff
GM, coaching and AT staff all
approve process
Concerns of family members
Concerns of teammates
His identity (Erickson’s stages)

   

 

 





Exploring Sport
and Exercise Psychology
(Van Raaalte and Brewer, 2014)

“Diversity in Sports” Chapter

(Gonzalez, Smith Machin, and Cogan)
“Instead we encourage sport psychology
professionals to approach athletes as
individuals, recognizing that culture or
group membership is but one important
factor that defines each person.”
“Each individual comes from an
intersection of backgrounds and
experiences, and taking each background
and experience into consideration will best
serve athletes from all walks of life.”

Demographic Shifts
In The United States

   

 

 





US Census Projections

US Census Projections

Mapping America’s Futures
Urban Institute:
Changes in US Populations by 2020 and 2030
Can select rates of change: Birth, Deaths, Migrations
Can Filter map: Age, Race, Boundary

Roll over map to note rates of change in above
factors

   

 

 





Mapping America’s Futures

Mapping America’s Futures

Mapping America’s Futures
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Age and Race Detail
Breakdown of ages by race from 2020 to 2030. Data in 2000
and 2010 are actual values and do not change when different
birth, death, and migration rates are selected.

Key Projections
Nearly every corner of the country will
become more diverse
Hispanic portion of populations likely to
increase in every part of the county
White population will fall in Northeast,
much of Pacific Coast, in middle of country
May grow in other areas
Share of population, regardless, will decline

The Future of Languages
(Includes Bilingual Speakers)

Washington Post article
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7.2 billion people on Earth
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Ulrich Ammon, University of Dusseldorf, Population Reference Bureau
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Developing Cultural Humility

- 2014

      

In Lak’ech Ala K’in
(I am You and You Are Me)

Tu eres mi otro yo

     

Si te hago daño a ti

     

Me hago daño a mi mismo

      

Si te amo y respeto

   

Me amo y respeto yo

    

Luis Valdez 1973; Mayan-inspired poem

Orlando
Patterson
John Cowles
Professor of
Sociology
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The Culture of Sports

(2011)

Journal of Historical Sociology, 24(4), 549-563
Interviewed/conversation
Alan Tomlinson and Christopher Young
(editors of special issue)

Cricket in the Caribbean
“…intense distillation of every kind of problem and
emotional baggage”
Carried by a society at particular socio-historical moment
Time/place
Sociocultural historical influence
Journal of Historical Sociology, 24(4), 549-563



   

 

 





On Eve of WW II

Unbroken

Mushashi (1584-1685)

   

 

 





Ethnicity and Ethno-Racial Factors
“These are all factors we can play with, and
which are critical for understanding sport,
especially in comparative and historical
terms. Sport may be the most complex of
cultural processes, second only to religion,
and only the nerdy, intellectual snobbery of
academics can explain why it is not of far
greater importance in the academy.”

Cultural Anthropology

(Robert Welsch and Luis A. Vivanco, 2015)
“Anthropology is the study of human beings, their
biology, their prehistory and histories, and their
changing languages, cultures, and social institutions.”
“Anthropology is about where humans have been, but it
also provides knowledge that helps solve human
problems today.”
Cultural anthropology, archaeology, biological
anthropology, and linguistic anthropology.

Culture
“In anthropology, the term culture refers to these
taken-for-granted notions, rules moralities, and
behaviors within a social group that feel natural and
the way things should be.”
“Culture in the general sense refers to humans’
possession of a generalized capacity, even necessity,
to create, share, and pass on their understandings of
things through culture.”
“Culture in the particular sense refers to the fact that
people live their lives within particular cultures, or
ways of life.”

   

 

 





Elements of Culture
Culture is learned
Enculturation (anthropologists’ term)

Culture uses symbols
Verbal or nonverbal

Cultures are dynamic, always adapting and changing
Culture is integrated with daily experience
Culture shapes everybody’s life
Culture is shared
Cultural understanding involves overcoming
ethnocentrism

Grant Jarvie’s

(2012)
Sport, Culture, and Society

Basic tenets:
Impossible to fully understand contemporary
society without acknowledging place of sport
Part of social and cultural fabric
Social and commercial power
Potent force in the world (good and bad)

Sport has helped start wars, and promote
international reconciliation
Resources are committed to sport
Real and perceived benefits

   

 

 





Trump and “Big League!”

Placing Sports in Culture
Tour de France (France)
Sumo Wrestling (Japan)
Origin of Olympics (Greece)
Cricket
Pakistan and India, West Indies (UK colonies)

Hockey
Soccer/Futbol
American Football
Baseball

   

 

 





Social Divisions and Inequality:
Andrew Watson (1881)

Evonne Goolagong (1971)
First Aborigine to win a tennis Grand Slam

Manchester United and Liverpool (2011)
Striker Luis Suarez & Defender Patrice Evra
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International Reconciliation

Nelson Mandela & François Pienaar, captain of South Africa’s team

Kleinman’s Explanatory Model of Illness
(Heark and Delisser, 2009)
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Other Papers
Lewis-Fernandez and Kleinman. (1994),
Culture, personality, and psychopathology.
Journal of Abnormal Psychology.
103(1), 67-71.
Kleinman, A. (1978). Clinical relevance of
anthropological and cross-cultural research
Concepts and strategies. American Journal
of Psychiatry. 135(4), 427-431.
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Cultural Factors
Evaluation of Sports Concussions
Use of Kleinman’s model/interview as a resource:
Athlete’s understanding of what has happened to them
Knowledge of concussions/head trauma/brain injury
Educational material and presentations (professional athletes)
Exposure to media sources
Concerns about most deleterious effects

Family/Significant others
Elicit their understanding

Explore phenomenon of concussion/brain injury
In context of athlete’s unique cultural background
Use language that is familiar to the athlete

Maintain educational and therapeutic stance

Educate
Use terms, phrases, language that match
athlete’s unique background
Factor in their perception of you (authoritative figure)
Degree of familiarity and rapport
Degree of trust

Consider their perception of allegiance

Tendency to under-report may be a function of
Cultural factors
Motivation
Educational background

Testing Processes
Determine level of familiarity with
examinations
Associated with educational level, sophistication in
this area
Consider tendency to be ashamed, feelings of
inferiority/defensiveness
Use of computers
Concept of best performance needs to translate from
pitch/field/rink to testing environment

Explain how these data will be used
Concerns about allegiance

   

 

 





Background
Training and educational experiences
Medical anthropology
Role of cultural and linguistic factors in health

Culture as an important consideration
Humility balanced with guidance

Personal reflection
Who are you and what is your cultural background?
Recent emphasis in genealogy
How has this “shaped” your world view, your biases

Are you sensitive to the concept of privilege?
Do you believe that culture shapes cognition, perception,
experience of illness and health?

Your Present Situation
Who are your client/patients?
What is their cultural, linguistic background?
What is the understanding and perception of
injury (in general, concussion/TBI, in
particular)?

Who are your partners?
Parents/Significant others
Their unique cultural factors

Your Present Situation
Continued

Are your educational efforts appropriate,
given the above?
How will you know this to be true?

What are your tools of assessment or
evaluation?
Do they match or fit your clients/patients
Standardization groups and demographics
Body of research supporting use
Known vulnerabilities

   

 

 





Summary Points
Consider cultural factors broadly
Pay attention to cultural anthropological work,
and historical sociology

Appreciate the social, political, and
economics of sport
Keep in mind the respectful comparison with a
religion

Summary Points
Continued

Narrow your understanding of your field’s
level of sophistication (cultural
competence)
Assessment tools and their appropriateness
Clinical interventions, given a particular social
context
Areas of weakness in your approaches

Commit to cultural competence
Training, education, clinical practice, research
Ask the difficult questions

Thanks!
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